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MAHADASHA ANALYSIS

COMMENTS

Dear Ms,

You are presently running the mahdasha of Rahu which will go on till 22-02-2034. Significations
of rahu in your horoscope:
>Rahu is placed in Gemini
>It is aspected by Mars
>Rahi is in own star
>It is placed in the 11th bhava in cuspal chart.
Rahu is going to make you a very successful person in its mahadsha. It is a boon to have rahu in
house 11 and it is own star. Thus its effects will be manifold and positive for you.
YOUR AGE AS ON TADAY IS 16 APPROX AND IN 2034 YOU WILL BE 33. RAHU WILL FULLY
DEVELOP YOUR CAREER AND SET YOU ON A PATH TO PROGRESS.
Your horoscope:

>Sun aspects lagna its own house making you a strong person from inside.
>Sun is aspected by Mars the 9th house lord, it is another great thing for a native of Leo
ascendnat.
>Mars and Saturn are creating Ruchak a and sasa panch mahapurush yogas.
>exalted Venus sits in 8th bhava which is very good for you.
> Sun is vargottma in your horoscope.
GemStone for you: You should wear a hessonite (gomeda) of 7 ratti of finest quality in second
finger in silver on Saturday.

EDUCATION:
4th cusp sublord is Venus. It is in star of Mercury. Venus is in 8th house. 4th house is occupied by
Mars in own house. Mars is in a four legged sign. 4th house is aspected by Saturn and Jupiter.
The possible educations will be:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Automobile / mechanical engineering
Law
Management
Software
Research Scholar in some subject

The education will not be smooth but will have breaks and you may change your stream in
between a course in the time to come or will have multiple degrees. You will have flair for
costly things and articles.

You will possess a 4 wheeler and will have your own home in time to come. You will get
heredity.
Friend circle: The friend circle of the native will be very large. You will have very influential
friends and they will help you achieve your goals in your life. You will also be doing things for
them.
Marriage and marital life: The marriage will be late, the marital life will be normal with usual
hiccups of marital life. You may choose your own life partner which will be of other religion or
cast. Possible marriage will be in the age between 28 to 31.
Manglik: You are a manglik native with Saturn aspecting 7th house along with Mars. This is a bad
situation and thus it is suggested that you marry only a manglik person.
Over all life: You will have a good and fruitful life. You will live up to the mid seventies. Health
issues will be coming up now and then but your will be cured sooner than others.
You will have miscarriages/ abortions.
Life Long Mantra:

If you are not able to do this mantra 108 times every day then simply recite kunjika strotra from
Maa Durga Saptshati of Geeta Press Gorakhpur and not from any other book.
DASHA FAL OF RAHU:
Rahu-rahu till 15-10-2018:
This will be a period when you will have changes about to begin in your life. There will be talks
of possible change of place for better career. You will be getting into some minor mess and will
be coming out of it. You will be doing average in studies in this time but otherwise your life will
be going good.
Rahu- Jupiter till 08-03-2021:
You may develop interest in occult. You may develop interest in research and deep knowledge.
You will make new friends. Your public life will increase and you will be more out than in your
home. You may develop liking for someone in this time. You will do well in your studies and will
try to learn more and more things.
Rahu- Saturn till 15-1-2024:
You will be in some job by this time and there will be performance losses you will be facing at
your work place. Your personal life will be more lonely and puzzled. You will be getting irritated

sooner and will avoid making new friends in this time. You may have health problems in this
time. Do not try to do big things in this time and let juts things happen as they re going on and
later you can implement your plans and goals. You may try to marry in this period or have a
relationship which will not continue for long.
Rahu-Mercury till 02-08-2026:
You will strike a great deal in this period; your next level in career path will start from here. You
will get a very good job in this time. If you are looking for a promotion then it is surely going to
happen in this time. You will rise to a new name and fame in your career circle and will have
many new friends. You will be witty and humorous with people around you. People will get
jealous of you.
Rahu- Ketu till 21-08-2027:
Ketu is a significator of 5 and 8 houses. In this time you need to be very careful with your career
as there can be sudden axing without any intimation. You may lose your job and will have to
wait for a long time to hang on to another one. The other possibility in this time is that you may
have a relationship out of your religion in this time. You will suffer from acute stomach
problems.
Rahu-Venus till 21-08-2030:
This period will come with health issues and career crisis. You will not be able to stick to your
career or you may decide to pursue more knowledge, but it looks bleak. The career aspect is
the prime focus here and health. You may develop some health and sexual organs related
problems. You may have problems of irregular cycles. This Venus period will be giving ups and
downs simultaneously. This period may give you marriage.
Rahu- Sun till 15-07-2031:
Sun is placed in the 7th house. It may give you marriage. The marriage done in this time will not
be very happy one initially. You may think about doing something on your own. This is the
period when your career will get another boost and you will rise high again.
Rahu-Moon till 15-01-2033:
You may have downfall in your career. It is a time to for you to roam around and meet people.
You will be wasting time but will be making friends with people far away from your place and
those people will be of help in the time to come later. Health will be an issue in this time and
you may be hospitalized due to some stomach ailment.

Rahu- Mars till 02-02-2034:

Mars is in sub of Venus placed in 8th house and is in the star of Saturn. This last antara will be
giving you career setbacks. You will come to an end of a phase of your life now and the next
one will be getting ready to take you on. This period is called “dasha chhidra” in Vedic astrology
and usually this is not a favourable period. Do not make any career changes and try to stick to
whatever you are doing. Do not go for business else it will be a disaster of sorts.

Best Wishes
Acharya Raman

